
Soccer Betting Guide
T E R M S  T O  K N O W

Two-Way / Three-Way Line - The two-way line does not incorporate draws into the line. You're
simply looking to pick a winner. The three-way line incorporates the possibility of a draw into play,
and all results are on the table. 
 
Goal Line - Just like the spread in football games, the runline in baseball or the puckline in hockey, the
goal line incorporates the final margin of victory into your bet. 
 
Draw No Bet - When two teams are fairly evenly match, you likely won't get a goal line spread.
Instead, you'll get a PK or DNB option. By taking lesser odds, if the game that you bet on ends in a
draw, your wager will be refunded. It's a "safer" way of betting tight matches. 
 
To Advance / To Lift the Trophy - In the group stages of a tournament, games may end in a tie. Once
we get into the knockout rounds and ties are no longer a viable outcome, there will be two betting
options available: Regular Time and To Advance/To Lift the Trophy. If you bet the Regular Time
odds, the result that you're looking for must occur within 90 minutes. If you bet the To Advance
odds, your team can win in regular time, extra time, or even penalty kicks. 
 
Asian Handicap - Another "safe" way to bet soccer, which when done right, can be very profitable.
Asian handicap lines are expressed as .25 or .75. If you bet on a team that is -0.75, half of your bet
goes to them -1 on the goal line and half of it goes to them -0.5. If your team wins by two or more
goals, you win both halves of the bet. If your team wins by one goal, you'll win the -0.5 half and push
on the -1 half. If your team draws or does not win, you'll lose both halves of your bet. 

Visit WagerTalk.com for our favorite soccer bets 
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